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Front cover is specially designed for the “Component Based Software Engineering”, the main theme of the conference. There are two pictures designed for this theme, pictures depict the following:

1. A set of interlinked gears resemble a plugged-in component based software development, in this particular case, they are for a time-watch application; time watch has another significance that the development should be with effective resource utilization within the bounds of the allocated time.

2. Picture of a person in an Indian Yoga posture depicts how to keep fit and healthy by regular physical exercises. This has resemblance with Software Engineering concepts which emphasize on adopting proper process for a trusted and dependable system development which is indicated by a byte-stream.

This Front Cover is selected from the designs/concepts submitted by many students. This cover is designed by Sanchit Bansal (conceptualization) and Suguman Bansal (art work).